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CEO MESSAGE
You lead 95% of your negotiations very well.
The focus of our programs is on the remaining 5% – the most difficult
negotiations. In these negotiations, your negotiation partner
confronts you with unrealistic demands and does not show any
willingness to cooperate. Or, for example, your negotiation partner
plays for time and is not interested in finding an agreement. As a
consequence, the negotiation becomes emotional, you get angry,
and you make mistakes.
By participating in our programs, you learn to avoid these mistakes.

You will lead even the most difficult negotiations to success.
Our courses cater to all management levels. For instance, we offer
the YOUNG PROFESSIONAL NEGOTIATOR® and the QUALIFIED
NEGOTIATOR® for negotiators at the negotiating table. Experienced
managers and executives should participate in our ADVANCED
NEGOTIATOR® program.

I look forward to welcoming you in one of our programs.
MATTHIAS SCHRANNER
Watch my story

PROGRAMS FOR ALL MANAGEMENT LEVELS

YOUNG PROFESSIONAL
NEGOTIATOR®
ONLINE COURSE

CHIEF NEGOTIATION
OFFICER®
ONSITE & WEBINAR

ADVANCED
NEGOTIATOR®
ONSITE, WEBINAR
& HYBRID

YOUNG PROFESSIONAL
NEGOTIATOR®
CHINESE
ONLINE COURSE

ONLINE COURSE:
“Learn anywhere, any time –
at your own pace“

WEBINAR:
Live online trainings with instructor

HYBRID:
Onsite plus online
PROFESSIONAL
NEGOTIATOR®
ONLINE COURSE

INHOUSE
QUALIFIED NEGOTIATOR®
ONSITE & WEBINAR

ONSITE:
Instructor-led trainings (classroom)

OPEN
QUALIFIED NEGOTIATOR®
ONSITE & WEBINAR
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PROGRAMS

YOUNG PROFESSIONAL NEGOTIATOR®
An intensive online course with certificate for managers at the table
Using the SCHRANNER CONCEPT®, participants will learn to prepare
and start a negotiation professionally with a play to-win mindset as
well as how to deal with stumbling blocks along the way.
Dynamic explanatory videos, quizzes and a workbook make the
Young Professional Negotiator® program ideal as part of on-boarding
programs at your organization.
Watch the introduction video

9

1

1

1

Lessons

Workbook

virtual Q&A

Certificate

INVESTMENT
350 CHF/EUR/USD
(plus applicable value added tax)
Please visit www.schranner.com
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PROGRAMS

QUALIFIED
NEGOTIATOR®

QUALIFIED NEGOTIATOR® OPEN

7 Reasons

The program for all managers at the negotiating table

1 You negotiate with
confidence
in any situation

Using the SCHRANNER CONCEPT®, you will be prepared for the role of the Negotiator.
You lead negotiations in the “driver’s seat” and avoid mistakes.

2 You will be skilled to manage
a tough negotiation
3 Use of state-of-the-art
technology

YOU WILL LEARN
> The right preparation
> To set an agenda
> To manage verbal assaults
> To respond to irrational demands
> To negotiate with confidence from start to finish

4 Instructors with practical
experience
5 Networking with participants
from different industries

6 Negotiation Club
membership

Watch the trailer

7 Certification and LinkedIn
Badge

LEARNING MODEL
Your path to become a Qualified Negotiator®

2

10

1

1

Training days

Winning tactics

virtual Q&A

Certificate

INVESTMENT
2.500 CHF/EUR/USD
(plus applicable value added tax)

The qualification consists of blended learning and is taught in two
instructor-led training sessions.
The contents are delivered interactively through presentations,
group exercises, role plays. State-of-the-art-technology ensures a
continuous learning experience before, during, and after the
Qualified Negotiator® course. Access to our learning materials is
available at any time.

Please visit schranner.com
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PROGRAMS

QUALIFIED NEGOTIATOR® INHOUSE
The customized program for all managers at the negotiating table
1. Analysis

4. Implementation

The analysis phase allows us to gain a solid
understanding of your company’s goals,
structure, culture, and your current negotiation
strategies and tactics.

The training is conducted in an interactive mode using a
variety of learning methods. Through group exercises,
discussions and realistic role-plays, we ensure an
optimal learning success.

2. Specification

5. Post-training support

Together with you we define the format,
content and goals of the training.

Join our Virtual Negotiation Classroom sessions to
continuously advance your negotiation skills. We also
provide a post-training assessment to identify further
potential for development.

3. Design
In collaboration with you we develop a
customized negotiation training for your
company.

LEARNING MODEL
Your path to become a Qualified Negotiator®

Watch the trailer

100+

125+

>7

Company-specific
programs per year

Companies with
tailored programs

Languages
for worldwide delivery

The qualification consists of blended learning and is taught in two
instructor-led training sessions.
The contents are delivered interactively through presentations,
group exercises, role plays. State-of-the-art-technology ensures a
continuous learning experience before, during, and after the
Qualified Negotiator® course. Access to our learning materials is
available at any time.

Please visit schranner.com
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PROGRAMS

QUALIFIED NEGOTIATOR®
SCHRANNER CONCEPT® — Learning Guide Overview

The individual elements take
place in an interactive manner.
Your personal e-learning
access is your constant
companion during training.
You always have access to all
relevant information and are in
direct contact with our institute.
This ensures that the
knowledge imparted can be
successfully applied
immediately in your own
negotiations. You will benefit
from the latest results of our
research undertakings and our
insights gained in advising
difficult negotiation cases.

Element 1

Element 2

Negotiations at the table

Aggression

> You will learn how be
tactically prepared, to
lead a negotiation and
to stay in the driver seat
in a practice-oriented
seminar.
> Interactive with many
exercises

> You will deepen your
knowledge and focus
on realistic negotiation
cases. You will get
insights to handle
aggressive opponents.
> Interactive with
exercises

Element 3

Body language
> You will learn how to
read, use and control
body language. To
practice, the essential
tactics of the Qualified
Negotiator® are
applied in this session.
> Interactive with
exercises

Element 4

Club

Certificate

> You will review all
learnings and share
your experiences with
other participants.

With the certificate you
become a member of
the “Negotiation Club”
and are invited to
exclusive events.

> After passing the final
exam, you will receive
your Qualified
Negotiator® certificate.

All contents build on each other and a learning guide helps to track your progress

Onsite or Online

Onsite or Online

Onsite or Online

Virtual

Onsite or Online

PROGRAMS

PROFESSIONAL NEGOTIATOR®
An exclusive and intensive online course with certificate
for experienced managers

You lead the most difficult negotiations to a successful outcome using the
SCHRANNER CONCEPT®.
You use law enforcement and FBI techniques to establish the right team setup, involve
decision-makers and actively encourage conflicts. You develop the mindset you need
to succeed and lead negotiations strategically and tactically – and never again
intuitively.
Watch the trailer

10

24

1

1

Lessons

Tactics

virtual Q&A

Certificate

INVESTMENT
980 CHF/EUR/USD
(plus applicable value added tax)
Please visit www.schranner-concept.com
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PROGRAMS

ADVANCED NEGOTIATOR®
SCHRANNER CONCEPT® — An exclusive and intensive onsite course with certificate for experienced managers
Element 1
The individual elements take place
in an interactive manner.
Your personal e-learning access is
your constant companion during
training. You always have access
to all relevant information and are
in direct contact with our institute.
This ensures that the knowledge
imparted can be successfully
applied immediately in your own
negotiations. You will benefit from
the latest results of our research
undertakings and our insights
gained in advising difficult
negotiation cases.

The 7 Principles
> You will learn the key
principles of
negotiations. You
control yourself, your
team and the other
side.
> Interactive with many
exercises

Element 2

Strategy & Tactics

> The psychology of
negotiation.
> Analysis and
discussion of own
negotiation cases.

Element 3

Costly Mistakes
> You will learn about
costly mistakes and
how to avoid them.
> Interactive by
developing a
“Negotiation
Playbook®”

> Interactive with MBTI
test

The elements are offered in Zurich,
Munich and New York City.

Watch the trailer

Element 4

Club

Certificate

> You will review all
important principles
and share your
experiences with other
participants.

With the certificate you
become a member of
the “Negotiation Club”
and are invited to
exclusive events.

> After passing the final
exam, you will receive
your Advanced
Negotiator® certificate.

All contents build on each other and a learning guide helps to track your progress

Onsite or Online

Onsite or Online

Onsite or Online

Virtual

Onsite or Online
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PROGRAMS / ADVANCED NEGOTIATOR®

Element 1
SCHRANNER CONCEPT® —The 7 Principles
In “Schranner Concept® — The 7 Principles”,
Matthias Schranner describes negotiation techniques
that have proven successful and that you will be able to
implement immediately in your business. Practical examples
illustrate the right approach for purchasing, sales, price, and
contract negotiations, with a particular focus on difficult
situations.
WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
Managers responsible for high-stakes negotiations
LANGUAGES
Zurich: English/German, Munich: German,
New York City: English
INSTRUCTOR
Matthias Schranner

CONTENT
PREPARATION
> Defining your goals in difficult negotiations
> Stop negotiating with yourself
> Enjoying conflict
CREATING CONFLICT
> Tactics such as “putting the fish on the table”
> Professional opening of negotiations
> Enduring conflict

“Matthias Schranner leads the most
difficult negotiations to success.”
SKY NEWS
“The business world needs Negotiation Experts
like Matthias Schranner, who not only
understands the cultural differences, but is also
experienced in real difficult negotiations.”
CEIBS (CHINA EUROPE INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS SCHOOL) BUSINESS REVIEW
“Matthias Schranner advises managers,
policy-makers, and the UN.”
DER SPIEGEL

WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY
> When to cooperate/resist
> The two avenues for collaboration
> How to negotiate with an uncooperative partner
OPTIONS INSTEAD OF SOLUTIONS
> The danger of offering solutions
> Warning instead of threats
> How to get out of a deadlock
INVESTMENT WHEN BOOKED INDIVIDUALLY
3,000 CHF/EUR/USD (plus applicable value added tax)
DATES/LOCATIONS:
For available dates and locations, please visit us online at
www.schranner.com

You will receive a copy of the book “Negotiations on the Edge”
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PROGRAMS / ADVANCED NEGOTIATOR®

Element 2
SCHRANNER CONCEPT® — Strategy & Tactics
This element will allow you to deepen your knowledge
from “Element 1—The 7 Principles” and combine it with
your own case studies. In this workshop, we will discuss
and analyze real-life negotiation cases.
WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
Participants must have attended Element 1 and you are
required to prepare a difficult negotiation case study.
We would like to stress that you abide by our
confidentiality rules before joining the training and agree
not to disclose to third parties any content discussed
during the training.

LANGUAGES
Zurich: English/German, Munich: German,
INSTRUCTOR
Negotiation Expert

CONTENT
POWER
> Power and powerlessness
> The powerplay
> Using power deliberately
RELATIONSHIPS
> How resilient are your relationships with the
opposing party?
> Maintaining short-term and long-term relationships
> How to build relationships strategically
LEADERSHIP
> Negotiation tactics for difficult situations
> Negotiating in a team
> Managing aggression
BRIEFING AND DE-BRIEFING
> Your personal strengths and weaknesses profile
> Customized advice for your negotiation
> Your development plan to become
a professional negotiator

INVESTMENT WHEN BOOKED INDIVIDUALLY
3,000 CHF/EUR/USD
(plus applicable value added tax)
DATES/LOCATIONS:
For available dates and locations, please visit us online at
www.schranner.com

You will receive a copy of the book “The Negotiator”
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PROGRAMS / ADVANCED NEGOTIATOR®

Element 3
SCHRANNER CONCEPT® — Costly Mistakes
In this workshop you will look at the Schranner
Concept® in depth to gain insights into how negotiation
processes are controlled.

OBJECTIVE
You will learn how to avoid the costliest mistakes in difficult
negotiations and how to lead the most difficult negotiations
to success.
WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
Participants must have attended Element 2.
LANGUAGES
Zurich: English/German, Munich: German
INSTRUCTOR
Negotiation Expert

CONTENT
THE “WIN-WIN” AGREEMENT AS THE PRIMARY GOAL
> What really counts
> On victory and defeat
> The end of win-win

NEGOTIATING IS AN INTUITIVE MATTER
> Pragmatism vs. principles
> The most important tactics
> Intuition leads to failure

PREPARING CONTENT WELL IS ESSENTIAL
> Why over preparing will lead to defeat
> Introducing unrealistic demands
> Rhythm of Negotiation

AVOIDING DEADLOCK
> Consistency vs. toughness
> Single point of contact
> Breaking off and resuming negotiations

OUR COMPANY IS PREPARED FOR ESCALATION
> Team setup according to FBI rules
> When will a superior intervene?
> Information embargo during crises
WE MUST CREATE CLARITY EARLY ON
> The dangers of early commitments
> Saving and losing face
> Window of opportunity
WE HAVE THE POWER / WE ARE POWERLESS
> Negotiating in the “driver’s seat”
> Analyzing negotiating power
> How to use your power

You will receive a copy of the book “Costly Mistakes”

INVESTMENT WHEN BOOKED INDIVIDUALLY
3,000 CHF/EUR/USD
(plus applicable value added tax)
DATES/LOCATIONS:
For available dates and locations, please visit us online
at www.schranner.com
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PROGRAMS / ADVANCED NEGOTIATOR®

Element 4
SCHRANNER CONCEPT® – Certification
You will complete the Advanced Negotiator® with an
examination and upon successful completion thereof,
receive your Advanced Negotiator ® certificate.

INVESTMENT WHEN BOOKED INDIVIDUALLY
3,000 CHF/EUR/USD
(plus applicable value added tax)

The final Advanced Negotiator® exam will be taken online
on our E-Learning portal.

INCLUDED
> Final examination, including fees
> Certificate and LinkedIn Badge
> Negotiation Club membership
> 3 days «Refresher Workshop»
> Support through our “Virtual Negotiation Classroom”
> Invitation to exclusive events

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
Participants must have attended Element 1-3.

DATES/LOCATIONS:
For available dates, please visit us online at www.schranner.com
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SHAPING NEGOTIATION COMPETENCE
IMPLEMENTATION OF AN INTERNAL NEGOTIATION STRATEGY
TO ESTABLISH “NEGOTIATION COMPETENCE”

NEGOTIATION COMPETENCE
Most companies are not prepared for difficult negotiations.
There is no standardized approach and no internal
escalation process.
All managers involved need a clear definition of their
respective responsibilities. We have designed special
programs for different roles.
An organizational strategy is defined and implemented with
top management.

Workshops for Decision
Maker, Experts,
Negotiators and
Commanders

+

Implementation of an
organizational strategy

=

NEGOTIATION
COMPETENCE

With a combined effort, a realizable and stable negotiation
process is created.
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CHIEF NEGOTIATION OFFICER – CNO®
THE FINAL STEP TO BECOME A PROFESSIONAL NEGOTIATION ORGANIZATION

Assessment
Center

BENEFITS
A CNO® is responsible for two important areas:

• Protect your investment

1. Negotiation Office
Difficult negotiations are internally presented and
discussed in the CNO® office. It is ensured that every
difficult negotiation is conducted in line with organizational
strategies.

Process

Executive
Presence

• Global negotiation strategy
Certification

• Minimizing risk
• Avoiding mistakes

2. Train The Trainer

• Internal support

A CNO® trains employees to conduct difficult
negotiations.

= PROFESSIONAL NEGOTIATION PROCESS

Implementation
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WELCOME TO OUR COMMUNITY
EXCLUSIVE PARTNERSHIP
Join our community to access exclusive events and exchange your
experience with other club members. Sharing is on the increase, so let’s
learn more from each other.

Negotiation Insights
A partnership gives you access to the latest insights, research results, podcasts,
interviews and much, much more.
Refresher Courses
Continuously develop your negotiating skills. Meet alumnis and peers, exchange
ideas and keep yourself up to date on the latest developments.
Virtual Negotiation Classroom
To ensure a deeper understanding of the learned content, our regular online
classrooms offer you the opportunity to ask us any questions you like about
negotiations.
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Watch the trailer

THE CONFERENCE
FOR WOMEN
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TOP LOCATIONS FOR OUR WORKSHOPS

NEW YORK CITY

LONDON

FRANKFURT

MUNICH

ZURICH

WASHINGTON DC

VIENNA

DUBAI

HONG KONG

SHANGHAI

SINGAPORE

BEIJING
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SCHRANNER NEGOTIATION INSTITUTE
Our focus is on developing organizational negotiation capabilities in order to successfully
manage and maneuver the toughest negotiations to achieve successful outcomes.
The Schranner Concept® was developed by former FBI-trained hostage negotiator
Matthias Schranner, who transferred law enforcement negotiation and crisis response
techniques into applicable business negotiation tools and strategies.
The Schranner Negotiation Institute is the market leader in leading tough
negotiations around the world.
The Institute is the largest and most influential think tank in the field of
negotiations, supporting Fortune 500 companies, government entities, and
international bodies with offices in Zurich, New York City, Hong Kong and Dubai.

NEW YORK CITY

ZURICH

DUBAI

HONG KONG
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SCHRANNER NEGOTIATION INSTITUTE
OUR MISSION

COMMITMENT

TEAMWORK

GLOBAL

EXPERTS

We support our clients to

We work together and across

We have a global mindset and

We have a unique and

succeed in difficult negotiations

boundaries to help your

are at the cutting edge of the

international network of experts

and bring together our global

organization in difficult

latest negotiation insights and

in our faculty to support our

negotiation community.

negotiations.

research.

clients.

QUALITY

INTEGRITY

RESPONSIBILITY

PLAY TO WIN

We offer outstanding programs

We uphold the highest standards

We are responsible for delivering

We have a strong will to win in

which cater for all management

of integrity in all

on our commitments.

negotiations. While having a

levels, thereby delivering value to

of our actions.

your organization.

positive mindset, the tone is
always respectful.
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CONTACT US
Schranner AG
Negotiation Institute
Limmatstrasse 260
CH-8005 Zurich
Phone +41 44 515 46 16

Schranner Negotiation Ltd.
20/F, Leighton Centre,
77 Leighton Rd,
Causeway Bay, Hong Kong
Phone +852 3957 4065

Schranner Negotiation LLC
160 Varick Street
New York, NY 10013
Phone +1 518 418 0847

Schranner Negotiation Consultancy
Emaar Boulevard Plaza, Tower 2
Dubai – UAE
Phone +971 50 435 1324
info@schranner.com
www.schranner.com

The contents listed in this concept are the intellectual property of SCHRANNER NEGOTIATION INSTITUTE and are subject to applicable copyright laws.
The transfer of these concepts or parts thereof to third parties is only permitted with the express written permission of SCHRANNER NEGOTIATION INSTITUTE.

